ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The Swine flu is an infectious disease of swine and human, caused by influenza A virus subtype H1N1 [1] .
The World Health Organization shows that worldwide more than 214 countries have reported laboratory confirmed cases of H1N1, including over 18,439 deaths. The virus was first detected in India in May 2009 [2] . Since then outbreaks have been reported from many parts of the country. As of September 18, 2009 , the total number of confirmed cases in India was 20,632 with 521 deaths. Swine influenza A virus belongs to the viral family of Orthomyxoviridae. RNA virus with a segmented genome that is comprised of eight negative-sense and single-stranded RNA segments. These 8 segments encode eleven proteins [3] in which two are surface glycoproteins, Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA). Hemagglutinin has 16 subtypes (H1, H2, H3,...H16) and neuraminidase has 9 subtypes (N1, N2, N3,...N9) and this novel virus consists of subtype Hl and N1
[4] [5] . HA binds with sialic acid located on the surface of the targeted host cell to initiate virus infection and sialic acid was removed from virus by NA [6] . By the above two steps process, Hemagglutinin and Neuraminidase improve virus releasing and the spread of infection to new cells, respectively . By blocking Hemagglutinin or Neuraminidase could prevent virus from invading into host cells [9] [10] . Both Zanamivir (Relenza) and Oseltamivir (Tamiflu) are neuraminidase inhibitors [11] .
All the Indian isolates possessed residue H274 (position 275 in NA numbering) a known marker for sensitivity to the Neuraminidase inhibitor, Oseltamivir 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

SELECTION OF TARGET PROTEIN SEQUENCE:
The sequences of the nucleocapsid protein that is Hemagglutinin (HA), and Neuraminidase (NA) were taken from influenza database of NCBI [14] . Figure-1 . We have to find the template sequences for more similar sequences with >30% similarity. The templates of HA and NA were downloaded from protein databank with PDB ID 2WR1 and 3B7E. The sequence alignment of target protein with corresponding templates was performed by using Clustal W program.
HOMOLOGY MODELING
Homology Model of HA (Hemagglutinin) and NA (Neuraminidase) proteins were constructed by using Swiss Model program. After aligning queries with templates of HA protein 2WR1-A and template of NA protein 3B7E-A was used as input in Swiss model program and five comparative models were generated for each target. The model of HA (Hemagglutinin) and NA (Neuraminidase) was validated with the help of Molprobity program. Molprobity provides a detail of all atom contact analysis of any steric problems within the molecules and can calculate and display the H-bond and Vander Waals contacts in the interfaces between components. The validated HA (Hemagglutinin) and NA (Neuraminidase) models were chosen for further studies and refinement.
STRUCTURAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS
The newly built homology models often produce bond angles, unfavorable atomic distances and Vander Waal's radius overlapping and undesirable torsion angles. Therefore, it is more essential to minimize the energy to regularize local angle geometry and bond as well as to relax close contacts in a geometric chain [15] . Among the above models, the acceptable model was finalized by Ramachandran Plot, which provides the residue's position, in particular, segments based on PHI (φ) and PSI (ψ) angles between N-Ca and Ca-C atom of residues. After
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International . The query HA sequence of 2009-H1N1 virus was consisting of 566 residues. However, the structure of template HA protein 2WR1-A was a segment containing 488 residues. Query sequence is modeled from 18 to 511 residues as shown in Figure- The sequence identity and similarity of HA protein was 63% and 79% respectively. The result of alignment was employed to build new homology model. Reliability of new homology model for Hemagglutinin was identified by Ramachandran Plot. After optimization and energy minimization process, the best model was selected from 3D models generated for HA protein on the basis of Swiss Model.
Energy minimization of 3D structure is vital for providing the maximum stability to the protein.
Ramachandran Plot drawn through Swiss Pdb Viewer program [16] validated the model with 90.7% of the total residues in most favoured region and residues in additional allowed region was 7.1 and 1.6% in the generously allowed region. This stipulates that protein that backbone dihedral angle PHI (φ) and PSI (ψ) occupied reasonably accurate position in the selected 3D model as shown in Figure-3 . Only 3 residues, ALA138, GLN193 and TYR362 were located in the disallowed region, which constituted 0.6% of the total protein.
HOMOLOGY MODELING OF NEURAMINIDASE (NA) PROTEIN
The sequence alignment of the query NA sequence (ACZ97471) of 2009-H1N1 virus and template NA (3B7E-A) of 1918 H1N1 virus [21] . The query NA sequence of 2009-H1N1 virus was consisting of 469 residues. However, the structure of template NA protein 3B7E-A is a segment containing 385 residues. Query sequence is modeled from 83 to 467 residues. The sequence identity and similarity of NA protein were 88% and 95% respectively as shown in Figure-4 . The result of alignment was employed to build new homology model. The reliability of new homology model for Neuraminidase (NA) was identified by Ramachandran Plot. After optimization and energy minimization process the best model was selected from 3D models generated for NA protein on the basis of Swiss Model. Energy minimization of three dimensional structures is vital for providing the maximum stability to the protein. Ramachandran Plot drawn through Swiss Pdb Viewer program [16] validated the model with 87.3% of the total residues in most favoured region and 1.2% in the generously allowed region and residues in additional allowed region was 11.1 as shown in Figure-5 . This stipulates that protein that backbone dihedral angle PHI (φ) and PSI (ψ) occupied reasonably accurate position in the selected 3d model. Only 2 residues, THR156 and SER330 were located in the disallowed region, which constituted 0.4% of the total protein.
ACTIVE SITE AND LIGAND BINDING SITE PREDICTION
The Ligand binding site of Hemagglutinin and Neuraminidase proteins were predicted using Q-Site Finder program which is energy based sites [22] . It uses the energy interaction between the simple Vander Waals probe and protein to locate energetically favorable binding sites.
BINDING SITE ANALYSIS OF HA PROTEIN
The result of Q-site finder shows that predicted binding site cavity volume modeled HA protein was 516 cubic angstroms and the coordinates of the binding box around predicted site had minimum coordinates is [-15,-16,4] and maximum coordinates is [2, 9, 24] . Binding site of HA was constituted by amino acid residues ASN55, GLY56, LYS57, LEU58, CYS59, LEU79, ASN81, PRO82, GLU83, GLU85, SER88, GLU98, THR99, SER102, ARG155, GLU207, ALA261, THR262, ASN264, GLY275, ARG298, ILE389, ASP390 as shown in Figure-6. 
BINDING SITE ANALYSIS OF NA PROTEIN
The result of Q-site finder shows that predicted binding site cavity volume modeled NA protein was 539 cubic angstroms and the coordinates of the binding box around predicted site had minimum coordinates is [-42,6,-30] and maximum coordinates is [-22,33,-6] . Binding site of NA was constituted by amino acid residues SER110, ALA111 , SER112, ILE125, GLN152,  ILE153, LEU154, ARG155, THR156, GLN157, GLU158,  SER159, GLU160, CYS161, VAL162, PHE169, THR170,  ILE171, MET172, THR173, ASP174, PRO176, SER177,  TYR205, TYR206, GLU207, GLU208, CYS209 , SER210, CYS211, LYS277 as shown in Figure-7. 
RESULTS OF VIRTUAL SCREENING
Docking results predicted the interaction of ligands with protein and residues involved in this complex. For such interaction, the most important requirement was the proper orientation and conformation of ligand which fitted to the enzymes binding site appropriately and formed protein ligand complex. Therefore, optimal interactions and best AutoDock score were used as criteria to interpret the best conformation among the 30 conformations, generated by AutoDock program. All the 131compounds were docked into structures of HA and NA. The docking results of 77 drug compounds and one known drug Oseltamivir with HA and NA models were shown in Appendix-A. Among the 77 compounds ZINC039295508 and ZINC36451498 had the lowest docking energy with both HA and NA respectively as shown in Table- The docking results of 54 drug compounds and one known drug Zanamivir with HA and NA models were shown in Appendix-B. Among the 54 drug compounds ZINC34532900, ZINC34466451, ZINC02043006 and ZINC39158384 had the lowest docking energy with both HA and NA models than other docked compounds as shown in Table- 2.
On screening the docked results on the basis of the docking energy, it predicts that there are 6 drug candidates which inhibit both HA and NA structures. These compounds had lower docked energy and even lower than the standard controls, Zanamivir and Oseltamivir. In fact Zanamivir and Oseltamivir were commonly used as inhibitors for NA drug for previous H1N1. The chemical structure of all six compounds as shown in Figure-8 . Docking poses of the best conformation of 6 compounds ZINC03929508, ZINC02043006, ZINC36451498, ZINC34466451, ZINC34532900 and ZINC29158384 in the binding site of modeled HA proteins were shown in Figure-9 . Residues of Hemagglutinin protein involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds with 6 compounds are ARG155, GLU207, ASN225, GLY275, and ARG298. Docking poses of the best conformation of 6 compounds ZINC03929508, ZINC02043006, ZINC36451498, ZINC34466451, ZINC34532900 and ZINC29158384 in the binding site of modeled NA proteins were shown in Figure-10 . Residues of Neuraminidase protein involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds with 6 compounds are ILE153, ARG155, and GLU207. 
CONCLUSION
